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Abstract.

Let ATbe a symmetric random variable with values in a quasi-

normed linear space E. X satisfies the central limit theorem on E with index
p, 0 < p < 2, if t(n~x^p(Xl + ■ ■ • + X„)) converges weakly to some
probability measure on E. Hoffman-Jtírgensen and Pisier have shown that
Banach spaces of stable type 2 provide a natural environment for the central
limit theorem with index p = 2. In this paper we show that, for 0 < p < 2,
quasi-normed linear spaces of stable type p provide a natural environment
for the central limit theorem with index p. A similar result holds also for the
weak law of large numbers with index p.

0. Introduction. Let X be a symmetric random variable with values in a
quasi-normed linear space E. We say that X satisfies the central limit theorem
on E with index p, 0<p<2
(in short X e CLT,), if t{n-^p(Xx
+ • • • +Xn)) converges weakly to some probability measure, say v, on E.
Here Xv X2, . . . are independent copies of X. It is known (see, e.g., [3,
Theorem 2]) that such limiting measures v must be stable. If we want to
specify the limit measure v for an X G CLT^ we say that X is in the domain of
normal attraction of v.

Hoffman-Jorgensen and Pisier [9] have shown that there is a special
relationship between CLT2 and spaces of stable type 2. That is, the conditions
EX = 0, £'||Ar||2 < oo (that pertain even when E is the real line) imply

X E CLT if and only if E is of stable type 2. This led us to pose the following
question: Do spaces of stable type p have a special role in relation to CLTp
for 0 < p < 2, analogous to the role spaces of stable type 2 play for CLT2?
The answer to this question is yes. In the case of a Banach space E it is
contained in the following theorem:
Theorem 0.1. Let 0 < p < 2. The following properties of a Banach space E
are equivalent:
(i) E is of stable type p.
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(ii) For all random vectors X with values in E lima^0O a^i*(|| A-1| > a) = 0 iff
£(n~l/p(X¡

+ ■ ■ ■ + Xn)) -> 50 weakly

as n -» oo, where Ar„ X2, . . .

are

independent copies of X and 80 is the probability measure concentrated at the
origin.
(iii) Let Tj], tj2, . . . be independent, symmetric, real valued random variables,
9 a real valued stable random variable with characteristic function exp(— \t\p),
9X,92,...
independent copies of 9 and cp = [/"((sin x)/xp) dx]~l. Then given
any sequence Xu X2, . . . EE such that Y = 2t>,x; converges a.s. we have that

lim apP

a—»oo

> a
2 •>?,*,

V

ii

\\P ^

iŒA

for all subsets A of the positive integers if and only if Z = 20,-x, converges a.s.
and Y satisfies t{n~x/p{YA + ■ ■ ■ +Y„))^> £(Z) weakly as n -> oo, where
y„ Y2, . . . are independent copies of Y.

This theorem was announced in [20]. It will be proved in a more general
setting as Theorem 5.1. In considering spaces classified into spaces of stable
type p for 0 < p < 1 it is natural and essential to consider general quasinormed spaces such as lq, 0 < q < 1. Otherwise the classification is
meaningless since all Banach spaces are of stable type/? for/» < 1. Therefore
we do not restrict our attention only to Banach spaces but work in the more
general context of quasi-normed linear spaces.
§1 is devoted to precise definitions of the terms we use and to certain
preliminary facts. §2 deals with the representation of stable random vectors as
random integrals and the relationship between these random integrals and
their characteristic functionals. These results indicate why spaces of stable
type p are a natural environment for stable measures of exponent p. Statement (ii) of Theorem 0.1 is evidently a weak law of large numbers. They will
be studied in §3. §4 is technical. It contains extensions to quasi-normed linear
spaces of integrability and comparison theorems that were obtained in [8],
[10] on Banach spaces. It also treats the integrability of concave functions of
random vectors. In §5 we prove Theorem 5.1, the extension of Theorem 0.1 to
quasi-normed linear spaces. §6 contains more results on stable measures and
their domains of normal attraction and deals with some concrete examples.
The value of our results is that they are quite general. Results extending the
classical theorems on the real line have been found in finite dimensional
spaces by Levy and Gnedenko [6], Rvaceva [28] and on Hubert spaces by
Kuelbs and Mandrekar [17] and Klosowska [13]. In §6 we use Theorem 3.1
[16] of Kuelbs and Mandrekar. This result played a much more central role in
the early stages of our work and helped us to clarify our problem. We
gratefully acknowledge the help of the referee.
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1. Preliminaries. Let E be a real, separable, quasi-normed complete linear
space equipped with a quasi-norm || ||, i.e., a function from E to the positive
real numbers such that ||x|| = 0 iff x = 0; ||otx|| = \ct\ \\x\\, a G R, x G E;
\\x + y\\ < A(\\x\\ + || v||) where x,y G E and A is a positive real number.
Such a space is pseudo-convex and consequently it also admits an /--homogeneous norm || ||„ 0 < r < 1, which is equivalent (topologically) to the quasinorm || || (see [35]). Therefore, without any loss of generality, we shall assume
that there exists an r, 0 < r < 1, such that || ||r = || ||r satisfies the triangle
inequality,

i.e., ||x + v||, < ||x||r + ||.y||,., x,y G E. E* will denote the topo-

logical dual of E and we shall always assume that E* separates the points of

E.
Throughout this paper 9 will denote a real valued stable random variable
with characteristic function E exp itO = exp - \t\p and {#,} independent
copies of 9.

Definition

1.1. E is said to be of stable type p, 0 < p < % if for each

q < p there exists a constant C such that for all integers n and any x„ . . . , xn
GE

Vp

2 o*

<c

i=l

2 IWf)

(1.1)

Actually by [7], [18] E is of stable type/? if there exists a single q G [0,p)
such that the above inequality holds. In the case q = 0 the left-hand side of
(1.1) should be replaced by any of the L°-gauges. On the other extreme one
can replace the Lq norms in Definition 1.1 by the Lorentz norm A^,. (For a
random vector X with values in E, Ap(X) = sup(>0 tPi/p (\\X\\ > t).)
Remark 1.1. It is a simple consequence of the closed graph theorem in
quasi-normed spaces (Theorem 2.7.1 [33] and Theorem 6.1 [7]) that E is of
stable type p if and only if for all sequences x{, x2, . . . of elements of E for
which 21|¿y < oo the series 20,-x,-converges a.s. (or equivalently converges

in L", q < p).
If E is of stable type/?, and if £„ . . . , £„ are independent with characteristic functions exp —ai\t\p, i = 1,

. , n, then for any xv

<n1/9

2 i*i
;=i

<c

i/p
í«.INf)

, x. S E

(1.2)

where q < p and C = C (q).
If q > 2 then lq, Lq are examples of spaces of stable type 2. If 0 < p < q
and 0 < p < 2 then lq and Lq are of stable type p but lp and Lp are not of
stable type/?. If p < 1 then all Banach spaces are of stable type/?.
A theorem of Maurey and Pisier [22] and Krivine [15] states that a Banach
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space E is of stable type /?,/?< 2, if and only if lp is not finitely representable
in E. This gives a particularly nice, purely geometric characterization of
spaces of stable type/?. Recall that lp is finitely representable in E if for each
e > 0 and each n = 1, 2, . . . one can find xu . . ., x„ E. E such that for all
a„ . . . , a„ G R,
,<//> ■'„•■■„

/ „

\>//>

V

2=i«/■*,

< (1 + e)

(,?,'<)

Spaces of stable type 1 are precisely those which are Beck-convex [1], [26].
A Banach space E is Beck-convex if there exists an 6 > 0 and an integer n
such that for any xx, . . ., x„ G SE, the unit sphere of E, \\xx ± x2± ■ • ■ ±
jc„|| < (1 — e)n for some choice of ±.
On any quasi-normed space E for each /?, 0 < p < 2 and 0 < q < p, there
exists a constant C, such that for all integers n and x„...,x,€£
,1/9

l/p

C.I2IWI')

2 to

(1.3)

1= 1

(see [21]).
We shall also refer to spaces of Rademacher type/?, 0 < p < 2. E is said to
be of Rademacher type /?, 0 < /? < 2, if there exists a constant C2 such that
for all integers n and any x,, . . . , xn G E

>//>
2 e¡x¡
i=i

< C,

i/j>
2 Wf)

(1.4)

where e,, . . . , e„ are Rademacher functions, that is independent identically
distributed random variables with P(el = ± 1) = \. It follows from (1.4) that
if Xx, X2, . . . are symmetric random vectors with values in a space of
Rademacher type/? then

2*,
i=\

<C2[^E\\X,

■If)•

(1.5)

For more information on types of normed spaces see [31].
Let the triple (S, 2, m) denote a measurable space with measure m and
Lp(S, 1,m;E)
the completion of the (S, 2) simple functions with values in
E under the quasi-norm

\L-

= (i\\m\\Pm(ds))l/P-

We will sometimes abbreviate LP(S, 2, m; E) by LP{E) or Lp(m; E).

(1.6)
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A random vector X (i.e., a strongly measurable mapping) on a probability
space (Q, W, P) with values in E, or equivalently its distribution ju = £(X), is
called symmetric stable or just stable if for any a, ß > 0 and independent
copies Xu X2 of X there exists a y > 0 such that

£(«*, + ßX2) = £(yX).

(1.7)

In (1.7) we always have y = (ap + ßp)l/p for some/? G (0, 2]. In this case X
and ju,are called stable of exponent/?.
Since we assume that E* separates points in E an ¿'-valued random vector
is stable if and only if, for each x* E E*, x*X is a. real stable random
variable [5]. In this case the characteristic functional of any stable random
vector X has the representation

E exp ix*X = expi - f \x*xfo(dx)\

(1.8)

[29], where 0 < /? < 2 is the exponent of X and a is a finite Borel measure on
E such that fE\\x\\po(dx) < oo. The measure a can always be chosen to be
concentrated on the unit sphere thereby satisfying the integrability condition.
We shall refer to a as the spectral measure of X, or equivalently, ¡i,
Discrete spectral measures 2a,S(jc) correspond to stable random vectors of
the form 2|o,|1//i'c?,oc,.In this case, to avoid reduction to lower dimensional
cases we assume that

x, £ span [xyj - 1, 2,.. . ; i ¥=j],

(1-9)

i = 1, 2, . . . .
A set K is absolutely /--convex if, for any ax, . . . , a„ E R; xu . . ., xn E K,
2|a,|r = 1 implies 2a,je, G K.

2. Random integrals and weak convergence of stable measures on spaces of
stable type/?. We begin with the construction of random integrals of the form
// dM where / is deterministic and ¿-valued and M is a stable real random
measure. For real valued / and even more general M this construction can be

found in [2] and [30].
Let mbea nonnegative, finite measure on a measurable space (S, 2) and
let M be a stable independently scattered random measure of exponent p on
2 for which m is the control measure, that is, for each A E 2, E exp itM (A)

= exp(- m(A)\t\p). Recall that a mapping M: 2 -» L°(ß, <5',P) is called an
independently scattered random measure if for any pairwise disjoint
Au A2, . . . E 2 the random variables ML4,), M(A¿),...
are stochastically
independent and M(U A¡) = 2M(/1,), where the series on the right converges in probability. It follows from Kolmogorov's consistency theorem that
given such a control measure m one can construct the related independently
scattered random stable measure M.
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If/: S -» E is a simple function, i.e., / = 2xi/4., where /Í, G 2 are pairwise
disjoint and x¡ G A¡ (IA denotes the indicator function of the set A) we set

ff(s)M(ds)=^xiM(Ai).

(2.1)

In this case // dM is a stable ¿-valued random vector. For / simple and in
Lp(S, 2, m; E) and for q < p the map/-» fsf(s)M(ds) is a linear operator

with values in L"(ti, f, P; E). By (1.2) we see that

< C(2«(^)|rf)!/'-

c(j||/(5)fw(A))I/'.

(2.2)

Since the simple functions are dense in LP(S, 2, m; E) there exists a unique
extension of this operator onto the whole of Lp. This extension will be
denoted also by // dM, f E Lp and satisfies (2.2). Summarizing we get
Theorem 2.1. If E is of stable type p and M is a stable independently
scattered random measure of exponent p on (S, 2) with control measure m, then,
for each q, 0 < q < p < 2, there exists a linear map

L"(S, 2, m; E) 3 /-> f fdME Lq(ü, §, P; E)

Js
the values of which are stable random vectors in E satisfying
I

mr

li//i/M|)

nq\X/q

i r

\'//>

<c(j\\Afdm)

(2.3)

(2-4)

for some finite constant C independent off.

Remark 2.1. The inequality (2.4) is also valid if the Lq norm is replaced by

the Lorentz norm Ap(ff dM).
It is quite easy to compute the characteriscic functional of // dM. Indeed,
take simple functions /„ = 2,x,"/4» converging to / in Lp(m; E). Then

because of (2.4), £(//„ dM) -* £(JfdM) weakly. Therefore for each x* G E*

E exp ix*jfdM

= Um E exp[ix*2*/W(4")]

= lim TI exp(-in(i4i")|jc*jc/"r*)
Í

= lim exp[- J\x*f„(s)\Pm(ds)J
= exp(-/jx*/(*)f >"(*))•
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We use this in the following corollary which, in the particular case S = E
and f(x) = x, is due to Mouchtari [23].
Corollary

2.2. The following two properties are equivalent:

(2.5) E is of stable typep, 0 < /? < 2:
(2.6) For any finite measure space (S, 2, m) and any f G LP(S, ~ï,,m;E)

the

function

E* 3 x* ^expl
- Í \x*f(s)fm(ds)\
ER
exp(-Jj**/(*)f
"!(<&))
is the characteristic functional of a stable measure (i = £(// dM) on E.

Proof. Theorem 2.1 and the computation of the characteristic functional

of t(ffdM)

given above show that (2.5) implies (2.6).

Now, assume (2.6) and let xx, x2,. .. be a sequence of elements of E such

that 2W

< oo. Take S = E with 2 being the Borel sets of E. Let m be

concentrated on *,, x2, . . . and such that m({x¡}) = |}JC/||*.Finally take
f(x) = x/\\x\\. By (2.6), <p(x*) = exp[-'Z\x*xi\p] is the characteristic functional of £(20,X/)- Since the summands 0,oc,are symmetric and independent
and because for each x* E E*

lim exp

2 \x*4 - <p(**),
i=i

by Ito-Nisio's theorem [31, II, p. 274], which extends easily to spaces with
/--homogeneous norms and separating duals, we obtain the a.s. convergence of
the series 20,-X/-That means E is of stable type/?.
Remark 2.2. In representing all stable measures jn on spaces E of stable

type p we can restrict our attention to measures of the form ¡i =
£(/5 xM(dx)) where the control measure m of M is concentrated on the unit
sphere SE of E. This follows by a simple change of variables.
Spaces of stable type /? have the property that the weak convergence of
spectral measures implies the weak convergence of the corresponding stable
measures. The following theorem makes this precise. We will not use this
theorem in this paper but we would like to state it here for future reference. A
somewhat weaker version was proved for /? = 2 by Rosinski and Woyczynski

[32].
Theorem 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent:

(2.7) E is of stable typep, 0 < /? < 2.
(2.8) If oi, a2, . . . are spectral measures such that a, converges weakly to ax
on SE and if ft,, ¡t^, . . . are the corresponding stable measures on E then there
exists a stable measure ¡i^ and n¡ converges weakly to ^ on E.
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Proof. (2.7) implies (2.8). Let Mn, n = 1, 2,...,

oo, be stable indepen-

dently scattered random measures of exponent/? on SE with control measures
o„. Let e > 0. By Prokhorov's theorem we can find a compact set K c SE

such that, for all n = 1, 2,. .., oo; o„(SE/K) < e. Let/ = Sxj/^, be simple
functions with finite range such that the A¡ are continuity sets of ax,
\\f(x) — jc|| < e on K and ||/(x)|| < 1 elsewhere. Then

fj* ~f(x)f0n(dx) =/j|* - f(x)\fon(dX)
+'/

\\x-nx)\\\(dx)

< e» + (2A)pe
for all n = 1, 2, . . . , oo where A is the constant associated with the quasinorm. By Theorem 2.1, we have that if q < p

II /•

'l'7*

\\JsE

\

Ú I (x - f(x))M„(dx)

/ /•

< C if

\x/p

\\x - f(x)\\Pan(dx)\

\JSE

I

< (V + (2A)pe)X/p

for all n = 1, 2, . .., oo.
Therefore, because ju,, = t(fxMn(dx)),

JxMn(dx) -fxMx(dx)

and

=J(x-f(x))Mn(dx)

+f(f(x)

- x)Mx(dx)

+ ff(x)M„ (dx)- ff(x)MOD
(dx),
it is sufficient to show that £(/s¡¡f(x)Mn(dx)) -+ £(ff(x)Mx(dx))
weakly as
n -» oo. However, ¡f(x)M„(dx)
are stable random vectors taking values in a
fixed finite dimensional subspace of E spanned by the values of /. Therefore
to prove weak convergence it is sufficient to prove convergence of the
characteristic functionals. For each x* E E*

E exp ix*f f(x)Mn(dx)] =exp[-f
= exp[ - S \x*xj(an{Aj)}n^

\x*f(x)\Pon(dx)
exp[ - 2 ^x/a^Aj)]

= E exp ix* I f(x)MO0 (dx)
because Aj's are continuity sets for oM and a„ -►ax weakly. Clearly the
measure fix = £(/xMx(dx)).
If E is not of stable type /? we can find xx, x2, . . ., 2^11||xl||/' < oo but
2J1iÖ/jc/ does not converge. We take for oM the measure concentrated on
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x,./ll*,ll such that ox({xi/\\xi\\))=\\xi\\p,i=l,2,...,
and for an the
measure concentrated on jc,/||x,||, /' = 1, . . ., n such that o-„({x,/||.*,||}) =
||x,||'\ /' = 1, . . ., n. Clearly an —»ax weakly on SE as n -» oo. Consider the

corresponding stable measures fi^, n = 1,2, ... . We have ¡i„ = £(2"_i0,-*,).
To say that the n„ converges weakly is to say that 2"_10,x, converges weakly.
However, by the extended Ito and Nisio theorem this would imply that
2*10,*, converges a.s. and this is not true.

3. Weak law of large numbers. We prove an infinite dimensional analogue
of the classical weak law of large numbers of Kolmogorov (see [4]). This
result will be important in describing the domain of normal attraction of
stable measures. The assumption that E is of stable type /?, that appears
below, is not only sufficient but also necessary as we will see in Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let E be of Rademacher type p + e, 0 < /? < 2, for some
e > 0 and Xx, X2,. . . independent identically distributed random vectors with
values in E. Then

Xx +

+ x.
,>//>

(3.1)

in probability if and only if
nP(\\Xx\\>

nl/p)^0.

(3.2)

Note. If E is a Banach space then E is of Rademacher

type p + e,

0 < /? < 2, for some e > 0 if and only if E is of stable type/?.
Proof. Define S„ - X, + • •'• + X„. Condition (3.1) implies (3.2) for Xx
with values in any quasi-normed linear space E. To see this note that because
of symmetry ^''Q^X,

+ Xj)\\r and \\n-i/p(Zi^Xi

- Xj)\\, are equally

distributed. It follows that

,'/'

>2' ■»/-e] >\P\

Thus (3.1) implies P(sup1<y<n||A)||

sup

> enl/p)^>0

>£ .

(3.3)

and this is equivalent to

(3.2).
We now show that (3.2) implies (3.1). Let Yk = XkI^x^<nt/PX,Z„ = Yx
+ • • • + Yn and B„ = [S„ = Z„]. By assumption (and Theorem 1 [22], [25]
in the case of Banach space E) there exists a q, p < q < 2, such that E is of
Rademacher type q. Now, for each e > 0,
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< P(Bn)P(\\Sn/n*/p\\>

<P{\\Z„/nVp\\>e)
<e-qE\\Zn/n^pf+

e\B„) + P(B¿)P(\\Sn/nl/p\\

> e|2?;)

+ P(B;)
£ P{\\Xk\\> n1'")

k-i

< e-qn-q/p S E\\Xk\\%M<ni/P] + 2 P(\\Xk\\ > n1/»)
k =1

it =1

(3.4)

where at the last step we use (1.5). Continuing, (3.4)

<e~qnl-q/pf

||Xx||" dP + nP(\\Xx|| > n1/p).
J\\x1\\<n'/"

Thus we need to show that the first term, call it /„, goes to zero as « -» oo.

Indeed
A:=l •'*-1< ||jr,f< it

< e-%,_«/' 2 fc*7'^* - 1 <||*i|f < k)
/t=i
<e-qnl-q/p

¿(¿«•'/'-'W-KF.r
<*)
t=i\,=i
/

k

< e-qnl-q/p 2 iq/p-}P(i - 1 < ||Jr,f < n)
i= l

< e-««1-*/" 2 iq/p~lP(\\Xx\\P > i - 1).
<= i

By (3.2) for each 8 > 0 we can find an integer /0, such that for all /' > z'0,

iP(\\Xx\\p > i - 1) < «.Therefore
'0

/„ < e-'n1-«/'

2 iq/p-lP(\\Xx\\P > i - 1)
/■■1
n

+ e-q8nl-q/p

2

iqlp'2.

(3.5)

' = 'o+l

The last term in (3.5) is less than (8/eq)C(p, q) where C is a constant that
depends only on/? and q. Since S is arbitrary we get P(\\Sn/nl/p\\ > e) ->0
and this is true for all e > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
As a corollary of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following
extension of a result which is best possible on the real line (see [24]).
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Theorem 3.2. Let E be of Rademacher type /?, 0 < /? < 2, and Xx, X2, . . .
independent, symmetric, random vectors with values in E. Then

¿2/
FidP^O
» ,=iV,ii<«

(3.6)

and

'=i
as n —>oo implies that

(Xx + ---

+Xn)/nl/p^0

(3.8)

in probability as n -> oo. Moreover if p = 2 then (3.8) implies (3.6) a/irf (3.7).

A Banach space is of stable type 1 if and only if it is Beck-convex.
Anticipating Theorem 5.1 we state the following corollary which shows that
Beck-convex spaces are exactly those spaces in which an analogue of the
classical weak law of large numbers (i.e.,/? = 1) depends on precisely those
conditions necessary on the real line. This is a nice complement to Beck's
"strong law of large numbers".
Corollary

3.3. Let E be a Banach space; then the following are equivalent:
(3.9) E is Beck-convex.
(3.10) For all sequences XX,X2,...
of independent, identically distributed,
symmetric random vectors with values in E, (Xx + • • • + Xn)/n—*0 in

probability if and only ifnP(\\Xx\\ > «)-»0.
4. Integrability and comparison theorems in quasi-normed spaces. In [8] and
[10], Hoffman-Jorgensen and Jain and Marcus obtain results relating the
expected value of functions of the norm of the sum of a series of independent
Banach space valued random variables to the expected value of the norm of
the supremum of the terms of the series. Also in [10] the expected value of
convex functions of the norm of the sum of one such series is compared to
the expected value of a related series. In §5 we will need generalizations of
these results in two directions. First we replace the Banach space by a
quasi-normed space E and secondly we consider comparison theorems for the
expected value of certain concave functions of the quasi-norm.
We do not seek maximum generality but only those results which we use in
this paper. Further generalizations can be obtained by our methods.
Let Xx, X2, . . . be independent symmetric random variables with values in
E. Assume

that

S = H^=xXn exists and define N = s\xp„\\Xn\\r, F(u) =

P(\\S\\r > u), G(u) = P(N > u). (Recall that || • ||, =df || • ||r is an /--homogeneous norm.)
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The next two results are extensions of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.3 in [10].
(Lemma 3.4 [8] is due to Hoff man-Jorgensen.)

Lemma 4.1. For {Xn}, N, F and G as defined above

F(2t + s) < G(s) + 4F2(t),

t,s>0.

Theorem 4.2. Let <pbe a real valued increasing function satisfying <p(0) = 0
and <p(2w) < c<p(u)for some c > 0. Assume that \\S\\ < oo a.s. Then E<p(N) <
oo // and only if E<p(\\S\\r) < oo. Furthermore
if ¿<p(||S||f) < oo then

lim^

E<p(\\2~,kXJr) = 0.

The proofs of these lemmas are exactly the proofs given in [10] since the
only property of the Banach space that is used in those proofs is that it has a
norm and the only property of the norm that is used is that it satisfies the
triangle inequality. (Actually all of Theorem 3.3 [10] carries over.)
The extension of a version of the comparison theorems is not so
transparent. We begin with a lemma which is analogous to Lemma 5.7 of [10].
Lemma 4.3. Let {•„ £2, . . . be independent, symmetric real valued random
variables and xx, x2, . . . E E. Let \x, \2, . . . be real positive constants such
that supk\\k\ < 1. Then
«

sup
n

2 híkxk

/

< CrqE

..

sup

.. \ 1

2j %kXk

k=\

*=l

(4.1)

for 0 < q < l, where Crq is a constant depending only on r, q. If 'S.'k^xikxk
converges a.s. in E then also %'k-i\£kxk converges a.s. and we can replace

supJSjU.II,byII2*-,»,in (4.1).
Proof. The proof parallels the proof of Lemma 5.7 [10] except that instead
of using the convexity of <p,as in Lemma 5.7 [10], we use the fact that for

0 < q < 1, a, > 0, i = 1, . . ., (2a,)9 < la,q.
A sequence £,, ¿2>• • • of symmetric real valued random variables is said to
be uniformly nondegenerate if there exist constants a, b > 0 such that

P(\Ík\>a)>b,

/c=l,2,....

(4.2)

Also as above let e,, e2, . . . denote a Rademacher sequence.
The version of the comparison theorems that we use is:
Theorem 4.4. Let -qx,t/2, . . . ; £,, £2>• • • be two sequences of independent
symmetric real valued random variables such that for some u0 > 0

P(\r,k\> u) < P(m>

u)

(4.3)

for all u > u0 and all k = 1,2, .... Also assume that £,, |2, . . . is uniformly
nondegenerate. Let xx, x2, . . . E E and assume that 2"_i^xt
converges a.s.
and EWZ ^^X/^W1 < oo for some q < r. Then 2"_1Tj^x/t converges a.s. and
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2 Vkxk < Cx\u0\"E

k=\

2u EkXk

k= \

+ c2e\ 2 i■kAk
k=\

(4.4)

where Cx, C2 are constants depending only on r and q. Also under these
hypotheses 2k°=xekxk converges a.s. and E\\2,k°-lekxk\\s < oo for all s > 0.

Proof. We begin by taking u0 = 0 in (4.3). Following the proof of Lemma
5.10 [10] we can define {-qk) and {4} on the same probability space, say fi, in
such a way that \r)kl < \£k\a.s.
Let {ek} be defined on a probability space ñ2 and consider the space

fi, xi!2. Let Ex and E2 denote expectations with respect to Q, and ñ2. Then
for q' = q/r and any positive integer n

2 %**

= EXE:

2 %|%|*A -

A:=l

^r,q'EXE2

EXE2

1*1
2 £* W
ií i l&n*
l«l

Jt = l

2 *ß*h*/t = Q,-^ 2 i*-**

*=i

where we use Lemma 4.3 to obtain the inequality. By assumption 24**
converges a.s. and the sum is in Lq(E). Therefore by Theorem 4.2 the series
converges also in Lq(E) and by completeness of E the above inequality gives
the Lq(E) convergence of ~2ykxkand thus (4.4). The almost sure convergence
of Sr]kxk is now an immediate corollary to the well-known fact that in any
metrizable group the convergence in probability of a series with independent
summands implies its a.s. convergence.
Now, we shall prove the convergence of ~Zekxk. Let a and b be the
constants given in (4.2). Define £, = £„^(14,1 < a) and £' = £„ - £> " =
1, 2.Because
P(Jg| > u) < P(\tn\ > u) for any u > 0, by the case of
the theorem already proved both 2£,x„ and 2IÓ'** converges a.s. Define

independent 8„ = ± a with probability Z?/2 and 8n = 0 with probability
1 - b. Since £„ are uniformly nondegenerate we have P(\8n\ > u) < -P(|£ñ'| >
m) for any u > 0 so that applying the above reasoning once more we obtain
the a.s. convergence of 25„x„. It now follows from the proof of Theorem 5.7
[7] that 2 £_,£*** converges a.s. (Note that this stage of the proof has nothing
to do with a norm and works in a quasi-normed space. In [10], the proof of
this stage for E a Banach space makes use of the convexity of the norm, a
property not shared by || ||.)
Once we know that "Zk°=xekxk
converges a.s. we have

< oo
Ait=i
2 «*•**

(4.5)
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for ail s > 0. This follows from Theorem 4.2 since £[supfc||e¿xfc||*] < oo.
Define pk = u0 [ —u0] if 0 < % < u0 [ —u0 < tjk < 0] and 0 otherwise and

P'k= V(l%l > "o)- Then P(\r,k\ > «)< P(\Pk + P'k\> u) for all u > 0 and
it follows from the case u0 = 0 that

2 p*j

2 Vkxk < C.r,q
/t= i

+ E 2 p'kxk

k=\

k=\

We have E\\^=xpkxk\\q¡. < \u0\q'rE\\?. ^xekxkfr.

(4.6)

This inequahty follows from

the fact that \pk/u0\ < 1, Lemma 4.3 and (4.5). Also since P(|p¿| > «) <
P(\Ük\ > u) we again use the case u0 = 0 to obtain
VN

II'

M

~

II'

2 p'kxk < Cr4E\ Zj %kXk
k=l

k= l

This completes the proof of the theorem, since the a.s. convergence of the
series St]kxk obtains in exactly the same way as in the case u0 = 0.

5. Domains of attraction of stable laws with discrete spectral measures. This
section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1 which shows the essential
relationship between the central limit theorem and spaces of stable type /?.
However, some of the preliminary results such as Lemma 5.3 and Theorem
5.4 apply to all quasi-normed spaces and are of independent interest.
Theorem 5.1. Let E be a quasi-normed linear space, 0 </? < 2. For the
following properties of E:
(i) E is of Rademacher type p + e,for some e > 0;
(ii)/or all random vectors X with values in E,

Jim flV(||*||>fl)-0

iff £(*1 + nl'/,+*,')^ao

(5.1)

weakly as n —>oo, where Xx, X2, ■■■ are independent copies of X and 80 is the
probability measure concentrated at the origin;
(iii) Let ij„ r/2, . . . be independent, symmetric, real valued random variables,
9 a real valued stable random variable with characteristic function exp( —| t\p),
9X,92, . . ., independent copies of 9 and cp = [/£°((sin x)/xp) dx]~l.
Then given any sequence xx, x2, . . . of elements of E such that Y = 2°11t),x/
exists,

lim a'P

a—»oo

2 v¡xi>
ieA

a

-*2W<*
iSA

(5.2)

for all subsets A of the positive integers, if and only if Z = 2°1 x9¡x¡exists, and

Y satisfies
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(5.3)

weakly as n-* oo, where Yx, Y2, . . . are independent copies of Y;
(iv) E is stable type p;
we have the following implications: (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (iv). Furthermore if E is
a Banach space, or if E = lr, 0 < r < 1, then (iv) => (i), i.e., all of the above
properties are equivalent.

Before proving Theorem 5.1 we obtain a number of preliminary results.
The first is a relationship between the tail behaviour of the probability
distribution of a symmetric random variable and the behaviour of its
characteristic function near zero. It is a special case of an estimate in [4, p.

41].
Lemma 5.2. Let i\ be a symmetric real valued random variable with
distribution function F and characteristic function S>.Then

m^t]^/^1-*(*)]*•

(54)

Let t)„ tj2, . . . , and 9X,92,... be defined as in Theorem 5.1(iii). Recall
that a real valued symmetric random variable tj is said to be in the domain of
normal attraction of 9 if t(n~x/p(j\x + • • • + T)n))-> £(0), n -> oo. A
necessary and sufficient condition for 17 to be in the domain of normal

attraction of 9 is

l - O(i)

S ~^f~ =>■

^

Therefore given e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that

e-(i+«)l»r<$(/)<

g-(i-«)kf

(5.6)

for |r| < 8. Also by Theorem l [27] we have

lim t»P[\V\> t] = cp.

t—*oo

(5.7)

Let xx, x2, . . . be elements of E. Assume that Y = SJliT},-*,.exists. Let
c,, c2, . . . be an increasing sequence of positive real numbers and define
Tj, = 17,'+ Tj,"where

< = (0'

|7?'1<C-'

<5-8)

[ 17,, otherwise.

Similarly we write 7=7'+

Y" where Y" = ^iV"x¡-

Note that Y' and Y" both converge a.s. This follows by a standard
comparison theorem argument. Let {tj,} be defined on the probability space
(ß, 'S, P) and let {e,} be a Rademacher sequence defined on the probability

space (fi„ #,, P,). Consider 2e,ij,x,. on (ß X !î„ Î X % P X P,). It is
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stochastically equivalent to 2tj,x, and therefore converges a.s. (P X Px). By
Fubini's theorem for almost all u G Q (P), 2£,tj,(<o)x( converges a.s. (P,).
Since |tj/(w)/ti,(w)| < 1 we have by Lemma 4.3 that 2e,Tj,'(«)x, converges a.s.
Px for almost all w G Q (P). Another application of Fubini's theorem shows
that 2çtj/;c, converges a.s. (P X Px) and therefore 2tj/x¡ converges a.s. (P). A
similar argument shows that Y" converges a.s. (P).
Y' will be called the truncated part of Y, even though Y' is not necessarily
bounded. Clearly Y' depends on cx, c2, . . . . When we speak of all truncated
parts Y' of Y, we mean all the Y' terms associated with different admissible
sequences cx,c2, . . . . Note that in general cx, c2, . . . will not be a bounded
sequence.
Suppose that Z = 2^=10,*, exists. Then Z is a stable random vector with
values in E. We raise the following question. Suppose that each tj, is
individually in the domain of attraction of 9; then under what conditions is Y
in the domain of normal attraction of Z? That is, does

£((r,

+ • • • + Y„)/nl/»)-*£(Z),

n^oo,

(5.9)

where Yx, Y2,. . ., are independent copies of Yl The next lemma provides
an answer to this question. It appears rather abstract but it will prove to be
very useful.
Lemma 5.3. Let E, 9, {#,}, {tj,}, {x,}, Y, and Z be as above, where each tj, is
in the domain of normal attraction of 9. A necessary and sufficient condition for
Y to be in the domain of normal attraction of Z is that all truncations Y' of Y
are in the domain of normal attraction of 50.

Proof. We first prove sufficiency. By (5.7), given e > 0, for each tj, there
exists a c, > 0 such that

cp{\ - e)/t» < P[|tj,| > t) < cp(\ + e)/t"

(5.10)

for / > C). Based on the sequence c„ c2, . . . we form the decomposition

Y = r + Y", where Y" = 2°°=1tj/';c,.
for {tj/'} as defined in (5.8). Let *, be
the characteristic function of tj/'. Then
1 - *,<*) = 2£°(sin

%)2dF,<\)

where F¡(\) is the distribution function of tj,. Therefore we have

1 - %(s) < cp(\ + e)/cf.

(5.11)

Furthermore if \/s > c„ 1 - *,(*) < - yifsX2s2 dH^X) + 2f?/sdFi(\)
where H¡ = \ — Ft, and
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i" < c;sp
for some constant Cp. Also 2jxx'/sdFi(\) < cp(\ + e)sp. Therefore, for \/s

>

c„ 1 - %(s) < Cpsp, where Cp is a constant independent of /. Combining this

with (5.11) we get 1 - %{s) < Cpsp for all s > 0. Let 6^ be such that
(1 - Cps"/n)n > 1 - 2Cpsp for |j| < ó;. (Clearly ó; > 0.) Thus for \s\ < 8p

ffts/m1")

> (1 - Cps»/n)"> 1 - 2Cps",

and

1 - ^(s/n1/")

< 2Cps".

(5.12)

By (5.12) and Lemma 5.2, u0 = \/8p and u > u0. We get
«"

_L
«"
TJ,i +
• • • _L_
+ TJ,„

»'//»

> M

< Cu(X/u2C„s''ds<

^
—

(5.13)

for some constant Kj, independent of i. This is the estimate that we will use in
the next step of the proof.
By hypothesis S.JLx9¡x¡exists. Since this implies that limI-_>oo||0,-.xl-||
= 0 a.s.,

it follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma that 2jLi||Jt>H' < oo (cf. also (1.3)).
Following §4 let N - sup,||0,;t,.||,.Then
P(N>a^)<^P[\9i\\\xi\\>a]
f-= 1

2(1+ £)2r-,iNr

(5.14)

Thus E (Nq/r) < oo for q < p and by Theorem 4.2 we also have

II*
2 A,-*,< oo,

q<p

(5.15)

(as we might expect from [8]).
We use Theorem 4.4 together with (5.13) to obtain the essential inequality
of this proof, that for any N, n and q < p /\r

%?A—&—r
00

< C[\uQ\qE\ ¿j ekxk
k=N

+ c;e 2 4kAk
k= N

(5.16)
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(Note that in using Theorem 4.4 we compare the random variables (tj£,
+ • • • + ■nl„)/nl/p with IKpBpin order to satisfy (4.3). The factor 2Kp is
then absorbed into the constant C2. The constants C[ and C2 depend upon p,
q, r and 1Ç; however all these terms remain fixed throughout what follows.)
The existence of the first term on the right is asserted in Theorem 4.4, of the
second term on the right in (5.15). It also follows from Theorem 4.2 that both
of these terms can be made arbitrarily small by taking 7Ysufficiently large.
We now show that Y" is in the domain of normal attraction of Z. Since
bounded Lipschitz functions of order a < 1 form an algebra of functions on
E which separate points of E by Lemma 3.1 [9] it is sufficient to show that

lim

4!,<,+ ^*i)

=^2^)

Wp

for all bounded functions / satisfying \f(x) —/(v)| < K\\x - y\\a for all
x, y G E and some a < 1 (ATis a constant depending on/). We have
U.l +
2
,'=!

Ef\

+

Ef 2 9¡x¡

,'//>

<!,^^*h:?; ^^h
2 <i+ .!//>
i=i

N-l

N-\

Ef

2 8,x,
<=i

*,\-Ef

Ef[ N~28,x,)-Ef[fo,x^
\ <=i

(5.17)

Let the index a satisfy 0< a < p /\r /\l.
inequality in (5.17) is less than or equal to
oo

-"

z,-*'

i-N

J_

. . .

,'//>

The first term to the right of the
+

-"

(5.18)

and the third term is less than or equal to £||2^L^Ö,oc,.||a. It follows from
(5.16) and the remarks following (5.16) that each of these terms can be made
arbitrarily small by taking ./Vsufficiently large. On the other hand, as n goes
to infinity (for fixed TV)the second term to the right of the inequality in (5.17)
goes to zero. This is simply a finite dimensional result and each tj/' is in the
domain of attraction of 0.
Thus Y " is in the domain of attraction of Z and by hypothesis Y' is in the
domain of attraction of 80. It follows from Theorem 4.1 [34, p. 25] that Y is
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in the domain of attraction of Z. This completes the proof of sufficiency.
In proving necessity we begin with the assumption that Y is in the domain
of normal attraction of Z. We write Y = Y' + Y" where Y' is any truncation
of Y. Let 5^' and S¡¡ be defined as above with respect to this truncation. It
follows from the symmetry of the tj, that S„' + S„" and S„' - S„" are equally
distributed random vectors. Therefore, for any absolutely /--convex set K,
P[Sñ + S¿' & K] > ±P[S¿ g 21/r~lK]. Since the measures corresponding to
5„' + £„" are uniformly tight and since the closure of the absolute r-convexification of a compact set in E is also compact, we see that the measures
corresponding to £„' are also uniformly tight. Now, since 2°l,rj,x, is in the
domain of normal attraction of 2°=1f?,oc,,for any linear functional x* G E*
we have that 2,q1,tj,x*x, is in the domain of normal attraction of 2°l10,x*x,.
We will show that this implies that 2°11tj/x*x, is in the domain of normal
attraction of ô0. Since this is true for all x* and since we know that laws of 5„'
are uniformly tight we have that S„' is in the domain of normal attraction of
80.
Let a, = x*x¡. Thus a, is a real number. We now show that if 2°L1tj,û, is in
the domain of normal attraction of 2°1!0,îï, then 2^1 xt]¡a¡is in the domain of

normal attraction of 8¿, where 8¿ is the unit mass at zero of the real line.
Considering the relevant characteristic functions we see that, for all integers
N > \, 2°lArTj,a/ is in the domain of normal attraction of 2°LAr0,a,. Therefore

2 Wi >

lim a"P

a

i= N

(This is a classical result. It can be readily derived using (5.5) and Theorem 1
[27] taking into account the fact that 2°l¿v0,a, is equal in distribution to
°)l/p9.)

(2£

Consider 2°l1Tj/a,. For each TV,there exists an MN such that \Z^xrj'¡a¡\ <
MN. Therefore
N-\

2 nl<h>a
/=i

<P

= P

2 Ir'öj>MK
<=i

+ P

2 <«,>

M,N

a-

2 V¡a¡>

-MK

i= N

Note that 2t)/<z, + 2Tj/'a, and 2tj,'<ï, - 2Tj/'a, are equally distributed; therefore
> a2 ty'öj

MN

< 2P

2 n¡x,>

a - M»

i= N

i= N

2cp^T-n\4
a" (I-

MN/a)

p '
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Thus we have lim,,^ apP [|2°l,Tj/a,.| > a] <
K and since this holds for all N we get lim,,^
the real line is of Rademacher type 2 we can
2°= iU'fl/ is in the domain of normal attraction

K2fLN\a¡\p for some constant
apP[\2°°.xT)'iai\> a] = 0. Since
use Theorem 3.1 to show that
of 5¿. This completes the proof

of Lemma 5.3.
The next result provides the "only if' part of Theorem 5.1(iii); however
since it applies to all quasi-normed spaces we state it as a separate theorem.

Theorem 5.4. Let 9, {9¡}, {x¡} be as above and let {tj,} be a sequence of
independent symmetric real valued random variables. Assume that 2 9¡x¡ exists,
2 tj,-*,-exists and 2 tj,.*,.is in the domain of normal attraction of 2 9¡x¡. Then

lim apP

= ^2|Nf'•=1

Tj,*,. > a

(5.19)

Note. This result holds for tj, = 9¡; also 2 9¡x¡ exists implies 2||jc,||/' < oo.
Proof. By (1.9) we can obtain a linear functional x* G E* such that
x*(2 tj,oc,.)= r}ix*xi and similarly x*(2 0¡x¡) = 9¡x*x¡. Thus tj,. is in the
domain of normal attraction of 9.

Since Y = 2°LiTj,x, is in the domain of normal attraction of 2°liö,x,. it
follows from Lemma 5.3 that all truncations Y' = 2^1 xf\'¡x¡of Y are in the
domain of normal attraction of 50. By (3.2) this implies that

Jim a'P[||y'||>a]=0

(5.20)

for all truncations Y' of Y. For a given e > 0 we choose the sequence {c,}
established at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5.3 and form the
corresponding decomposition Y = Y' + Y", where Y" «■2°liT|/'*, for tj," as

defined in (5.8). Following Lemma 4.1 define F(t) = P(||2Tj/'x,||r > t), N =
supi\\rii"x,\\rand G(t) = P(N > t). By Lemma 4.1 we have

F(3t) < G(t) + 4F2(t)

(5.21)

and by (5.10)

»

c.(l + e)2r,1||x,f

G(t)< 2iH|K*.||, > 0 <-,,/,

•

(5-22)

We will now show that there exists a i0 such that

C2°=i||*,/
F«)

<

tP/r

i5'23)

for t > t0 and for some fixed constant C. If 4F2(i) > \ FQt) for all t > tx for
some fixed r, > 0, then there exist numbers a > 0, ß > 0, t2 > 0 such that
for / > t2, F(t) < e-"1'' and this implies (5.23). Therefore we will assume that
there exists a sequence {tk}, tk f oo such that AF2(tk) <\FQtk). By (5.21)
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and (5.22) we have
F(3tk) < 2G(tk) <

F(9tk)<G(3tk)

2cp(l+ iQSr-.IMI

+ 4F2(3tk)

^(i + ^r.,iwr
<-,

i6(cP)2(i
+ e)2(2r=,ii^ir)
+,2,/,

(5.24)

Therefore for some tk sufficiently large we have for tk > tk that
E(9tk) <

20,(1+ e)2î°-,|Wr

Thus

2cp(\+ e)2r-,|Nf
F{ytk)

(5.25)

<
(y-\)p/r

Interpolating we get (5.23). We now sharpen the constant in (5.23). Using

(5.22)and (5.23)in Lemma4.1 with s ■ (k —2)t we get

F(kt) <

cP{\+ e)Sf-,|Kir /

k Y/r ■ic^r-iWxtfiky/'

\k-2)

(kt)P/rP/r

cp(l + e)

\t)

(5.26)
for / > t0 and all integers k > 3. Let s0 > t0 > 104and So/4+ 1 < í < sl/4.
Then there exists a t > s0 and an integer k, s^4 < k < Sq^4,sucri that J = k{-

By (5.26)we have

F(i)<

cp(l+ e)2r-,W L

4/? 4C22r=,|Nf
-iii*.f //1 1 r/4rl
y

1+

c'A

«04

c„(l + *)

Uo/

Note that as i0 increases the bound on the right decreases. Thus we get

Um apP

a—»oo

2 vl'Xi>

a

f-i

< c,0 + «)i2=i INf-

(5-27)

The value of e depends on the sequence {c,}. Increasing all the {c,} allows us
to decrease e without affecting (5.20).
The upper bound in (5.19) is obtained by the following argument:

P[\\Y\\r><'r]

= P[\\Y'+Y"l>a']

< P[||H|r

>(*/(!

+ *))'] + P[\\Y'\\> «'(/*)]
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for some small 8 > 0. Thus

Jim a»P[\\Y\\>a] <Jim a'P[||y"|| > «/ (1 + 8)]
+ }™ aPp[WY'\\> "i'8)1"]

< 2(1+ e)2 NT:
<=i

(5-28)

Since, with ß = (r8)l/r,

Jim ^P[||r||>

aß] = /?"Mim a»P[\\Y'\\> a] = 0.

Since (5.28) holds for all e > 0 we obtain the upper bound in (5.19).
Obtaining the lower bound is easier. For a fixed value of TV,to be specified
below, let a0 > sup1<KN c,(l + 5)||x,||_1. Then for 8 > 0 sufficiently small
and a > an
N

2 TJ/'X, >(a{\

i=l

+ 8))r

r

N

4iK*.i>[«(1

+ 5)]r

;= 1

XP

2 VjXj <röa',

sup h;xjl<[a(l
j*i

7=1

L 7V=i

> 2£

CpO - *)\\x,\\
1- P
(1 + 8)ap

+ 8)Y

N

2 T)/*,
7=1

>/•&?/

-2^||tj;U>H1
7=1
7>i

By (5.27) we have
N

2 »;*, >

7=1
7#<

r8ar

! v/'^O + e)27-iNI

(À)

Also
N

j*i

..

Cp(\ +6)2.1 ,||*/

(1 + 5)V

+ 5)]1
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It follows that
N

N

lim apP

tf->00

2 <Xi

cp{\- e) 2S ||*,||

> a

= 1

1=1

(5.29)

Next we note that for a sufficiently large

2 TJ/'*, > a'

(=1

N

>P

2 TJ/'X, >[(l

2

+ o)a]r

cp(\-2e)Zti\\xi\\"
(1 + Sfa"

t,,"jc, >r8ar

i = N+\

i= l

c„2r_„+1||*,.||

(5.30)

(r8 )X/ra"

Now we choose TVso that the last term above is negligible with respect to the
preceding term. Thus we get

lim apP

<J->00

2 v¡'x¡>

a

> cp{\- 4e)2 H

;=1

and since this holds for all N
lim apP

a—>oo

2 V,"x¡\> a > Cp(\- 4e) 2 ||x,f.

•=1

(5.31)

We repeat the argument of (5.30) except this time we write Y = Y' + Y'
Taking (5.20) into account we get

lim apP

a—>oo

2 tj/'*,> a
'•=i

> cp{\- 8e)2 ||*.-|r",
<=i

and since this holds for all e > 0 we obtain the lower bound in (5.19).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. (i) => (ii). This is Theorem 3.1.
(i) => (iii). Since E is of Rademacher type /? + e, e > 0, it is also of stable
type/?. Therefore we have that 2||*,||/' < oo implies 2 9¡x¡ exists. Also if we
take the set A in (5.2) to be a single integer we see that each tj, is individually
in the domain of attraction of 9. In view of Lemma 5.3 and (ii) (since (i) also
implies (ii)) it suffices to show that condition (5.2) implies that for any
truncation Y' = 2°iiTJ,'x, of F we have

lim apP

a—»oo

21?;*,
'■=i

>a

= 0.

(5.32)
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Indeed, for each N there exists an MN such that l^ilityx/ll,

< MN. Thus

(2=itj/*,>a'
N

<P

2 i/*, >M»

2 Tj/*,

>ar

-

MK

i"N

O0

= P

2 v'iXi

>ar

-

M»

i=N

Note that 2 tj/*, + 2 tj/'*, and 2 tj,'*, - 2 tj/'*, are equally distributed.
Therefore

2 V'¡x¡ >ar-

<2P

M,

2 ViX¡ > ar ■ M,
l-N

i= N

<

4c,2°°.„||*,|f
a»(I - MN/a')p/r

'

(5.33)

Thus \iraa^x a'Pt||2"
^Z*,-!!> a] < K'2f_N\\xi\\p for some constant K and
since this holds for all N we get (5.32). This completes the proof of (i) => (iii).
(iii) => (iv). Actually we show not (iv) implies not (iii). If E is not of stable
type/? there exists a sequence {*,} of elements in E such that 2jii||xI-||' < oo
but such that 2°110,*, does not exist. For such a seqquence consider the
series 2" iTj/'*, where tj," are independent and

V =

0

if \8,\.< c„

», if |*i|>*

(5.34)

Here the sequence c, is chosen such that 2,°11P[|tj,"| ^0] < oo. Thus, by the
Borel-Cantelli lemma, 2?1iTj/'*, < oo and defines an is-valued random

vector. It follows from (5.27) and (5.31) that
lim apP

2 TJ,"*,>

ieA

a

= Cp'Z \\xi\\P< oo,

(5.35)

since in both (5.27) and (5.31) the indexing of the terms and the values of the
{*,} were completely arbitrary except for the assumption 2JliTj/'*, exists.
Neither of these statements depended upon the existence of 2J11Ö,*,. Therefore 2°L ,tj/'*, satisfies the left side of (5.2) but its law is not in the domain of
attraction of any measure, since by checking the finite dimensional
distributions we see that the limiting measure would have to have the
distribution of 2J110,-*I-and this series does not converge.
(ii) => (iv). Again we actually show not (iv) implies not (ii). We will find a
counterexample closely related to the one just used. Again we assume that E
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is not of
does not
converge
sequence

stable type p and choose the same sequence {*,} for which 20,*,
converge a.s. By the extended Ito and Nisio theorem it does not
in probability either. Therefore we can find an e > 0 and a
Nk f oo such that

2 9txt >

e

> £.

i = Nk

Now consider Xk = 2fi/J- tj"*,- for tj/' as defined in (5.34). Each tj/' is
individually in the domain of attraction of 9¡ and since we are only
considering a finite sum we can use characteristic functionals to see that
£

where Xxk,X%,.

+ X1

*t
m '//>

2 8,x,

£

i = Nk

are independent copies of Xk. It follows that there exists

an m¿ such that
"*+'

TJ,", +

+ TJ"

2 -

*'

m }/p

\i = Nk

2

(5.36)

Now for Nk < i < Nk+Xlet

p.= (t,/'

if |t,/'\<Mk,

10
Let p,,, p, 2, ...

be independent

p[pij = Vi/, i = Nk,...,

otherwise.

copies of p,. Here we choose Mk such that

Nk+X,j = 1, . . ., mk] > 1 - e/4.

(5.37)

Therefore, using (5.36) and (5.37) we get
'^'

ft.i + • • • + P(>mk

i = N,

and by our standard
variables we have

argument

—p-x'

m¡.

>k >4'

involving the sums of symmetric random

» P,,, + • • • + P,,^
Z,-X'
m,i//»
i= i

(5.38)

Now 2°l,p,*, converges a.s. for the same reason that 2^1 ,tj/'x, converges a.s.
We see by (5.38) that 2Jl,p,*, does not satisfy the weak law of large numbers.
Also each p, is a truncation of tj/' and 2tj/'*, satisfies (5.35). Therefore the
same argument
used to show that (5.2)
lim,,^^ tfpP[||2°i,p,*,||
> a] = 0. Thus 2°l,p,*,

ple.

implies (5.32) gives us
provides the counterexam-
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(ii)=>(iii). Since (ii) =>(iv) we have both (5.1) and the fact that E is of
stable type p. The proof of (i) =* (iii) uses precisely these two facts. This
completes the proof of (i) =>(ii) =>(iii) =>(iv).
When £ is a Banach space the implication (iv) =>(i) is one of the major
results of [22]. For lr, 0 < r < 1, (iv) => (i) is elementary.
6. Additional results and examples concerning the central limit theorem in
quasi-normed spaces. Despite the critical role of spaces of stable type p in
Theorem 5.1, when the tj,'s are also identically distributed we have a central
limit theorem in all quasi-normed spaces.

Theorem
characteristic
which is in
independent
2^,1},*,

6.1. Let 9 be a real valued, symmetric random variable with
function exp — \t\p, i\be a real valued symmetric random variable
the domain of normal attraction of 0, and {9¡} and {tj,} be
copies of 9 and tj. // {*,} c E is such that 2°1,0,*, exists, then

exists and is in the domain of normal attraction

o/2Jl,ö,*,.

Proof. Since the {tj,} are identically distributed for every e > 0 one can
find a c > 0 such that
C„(l-£)//'<P[|TJ,.|>i]<

C„(l + £)//'

for all t > c (see (5.10)). Comparing tj, to 20, in (4.3) we see that Theorem 4.4
implies that 2tj,*, converges a.s. Define tj, = tj/ + tj," with respect to c, = c as
in (5.8). Define Y' and Y" as in the remarks following (5.8). In the proof of

Lemma 5.3 we showed that Y" is in the domain of normal attraction of
2 °1 ,#,*,-. Considering the remarks at the end of Lemma 5.3 we need only
show that y = 2" ,tj/'*, is in the domain of normal attraction of 50. Note
that tj/ are uniformly bounded.
Let {p,} be independent normal random variables with mean zero and
variance 1. It follows from Theorem 4.4 that 2^1 ,p,*, < oo. Therefore by
Theorem 4.1 [19]

ir,+^+ï:hiïr)

<61)

where Y'x, Y'2,. . . , are independent copies of Y'. (Actually Theorem 4.1 of
[19] is proved only for continuous processes in Banach spaces; however the
result holds in this case also. This is because (4.17) [19] enables us to use the
argument of (5.16) of this paper and what follows to obtain (6.1).) Since/? < 2
we see that Y' is in the domain of normal attraction of 50 and this completes

the proof.
Example 6.1. At the other extreme of Theorem 6.1 we now show that given
any series 2£L ,#,*, as above in any quasi-normed space E there exists a series
2°l,Tj,*, such that each tj, is individually in the domain of normal attraction
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of 9 but 2°=,tj,*, is not in the domain of normal attraction of 2°1,0,*, (both

series exist).
By Lemma 5.3 it is enough to find a sequence of independent random
variables {£•} such that ||,| < c„ 2°=,£,*, exists but 2 £L,£,*,- is not in the
domain of normal attraction of 80. Define

0

with probability 1 —/?„
,t/>

4=

IN

each with probability/?,/2,

where/?, = i 3/2. If 2 Ji ,£,*, is in the domain of normal attraction of 80 then

lim P

m->oo

2 tí** >2i-iA

where §(m) = (£■_,+ • • • + i¡m)/mx/p,

=0

(6.2)

the §, being independent

copies of £,.

Let

= j ij
[0

if êj ^ 0 and £a = 0, A:= 1,. . .,j - \,j + 1, . . ., m,
otherwise.

Thus y,,m = ±'i/p\\xi\\~i each with probability 5»¥?,-(1 -/?,)m_1. Define y/m
= ¿/""W^ — yim. Note that -y/ + y¡ has the same distribution as y\ —
yim. Therefore

P[\Z!»W»\>

21-*"] >ip[|Y,m|>l]

P[||I,(",)||>21-'A]

>l2P[\\{yiJmVp)x\\>

or equivalently

1].

Therefore

supHI/-)*,-!
< 2'-'A| = II [1 - P{\tim\\ > 21-'/')]
m<i

<n '-*'
For/

> w, ||(Y/fm/i»i1/p)x/|| = ix,p/mxlp

v,„
m i/>

> 1

'

> 1 with probability mp,(l -/?,)m~'

> mp¡/2 for i, m > 10. Therefore

PÍ sup||^>*,||< 2'-'A| < exp(- I 2 ^

) <i

for /« sufficiently large. Now by symmetry and independence

2 tí**,-> 2,_,/'

»i'

sup||^m)*,-||>21-1/'

(6-3)
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and using (6.3) we get

2 £/m)*,>2!-lA

»i

which contradicts (6.2).
We have been studying series of the form Y = 2°1itj,*, where *, G E, E a
quasi-normed space and the {tj,} are independent, symmetric, real valued
random variables such that each tj, is in the domain of attraction of 9, a stable
random variable with characteristic function exp - \t\p, 0 < p < 2. We have
investigated the question of whether (n~1/p(Yx + • • • + Y„)) converges
weakly. It is clear that if it does then the limit measure must be the law of
2°t,0,*, where {0,} are independent copies of 9. If 2°1,0,*, does not exist
(i.e., the partial sums do not converge a.s.) then t(n~^p(Yx + • • • + Y„))
can not converge weakly. Adopting the terminology used in the study of the
conventional central limit theorem we say that 2Ji,Tj,*, is not prestable if
2^1,0,*, does not exist. The counterexamples used in Theorem 5.1 to show
not (iv) implies not (ii) and not (iv) implies not (iii) were both of this kind, i.e.,
the measures introduced were not prestable. In our final example we present
prestable measures that satisfy hypothesis (5.2) of Theorem 5.1, but which
do not satisfy the central limit theorem.
Example 6.2. Consider the space /* with the usual ^-homogeneous norm

11*11,
- 2" ikl* for z = (z„ z2,.. . ) G l" and quasi-norm \\z\\ = \\z\\\'". We
show the following: for 0 < q < p < 2, there exists *, G /*, /' =
1,2,...,
such that 2°t ,tj,*, exists in lq, Z-2%. ,0,*, exists in /* and

lim apP

2 tj,*;> a - cp2 NT
ieA

(6.4)

(here {tj,} and {0,} are as above), but (n~x/p(Yx + ■ ■ ■ + Yn)) does not
converge weakly. These examples are consistent with our previous results
because lq is not of stable type/? for/? > q.

Let *,-- (0,. .., 0, v„ 0,... ) where v, = r2/q. We have 2°°-ilkl|' =
'ZT=xi~2p/q < oo since p > q. Also since p > q, E\9\q < oo and we have

£[||2°L,0,*,y

- E[2T=i\8i\gi~2]< oo. Therefore 2°°=i0,*,.defines a stable

measure on /*.
Let {p,} be a sequence of independent random variables such that

Pi =

±v,_1
0

each with prob. (2/1+£)
otherwise,

,

/^^\

where e = (1 - q/p)/4. It is clear that X = 2°l,p,*, exists since 2°l,P(p, f*
0) < oo. Note that |p¿y,| = 1 or 0 so |p¿v,|*= |Piy,|. Using this fact and the
Chebyshev inequality we have
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2 Píxí >

< exp(-aq)E

a

expi 2 \PiX,\\

1=1

< exp(-aq)C(e)
where C(e) is a constant depending upon e. It follows that

2 Pix,l> a = 0.

lim apP

a—»oo

(6.6)

¡eA

Let {0,} be independent copies of 0 such that {0,} and {p,} are also
mutually independent. We define tj, = p, + 0,. Clearly Y = 2?L,tj,*, exists
and each tj, is in the domain of normal attraction of 0. It follows from (6.6)
and Theorem 5.4 that (6.4) is satisfied. Also since {p,} and {0,} are independent, by considering characteristic functional we see that 2°1 \%x¡ is in the
domain of normal attraction of 2°1,0,*, if and only if X = 2^.1?,*, is in the
domain of normal attraction of 50. We now show that
£((*,

+ • • • + Xn )/«»/')

-» 80,

n .-» oo,

(6.7)

where Xx, X2, . . . are independent copies of X. To do this we use Theorem

3.1 [16].
Let {£,} be identically distributed, independent random variables with
characteristic function exp — |i|* such that {£,} and {p,} are mutually independent. (Note this is the same q as in lq.) Let (ß„ <3rx,
Px) be the infinite
product space generated by {£} and let £ = (£„ £2, . . . ). It follows from
Theorem 3.1 [16] that a necessary condition for the law of Sn to converge
weakly to 80 is that

E[ei<('s->]^\,

(6.8)

a.s. with respect to P, measure on ß„ where, in our case S„ = n~x/p(Xx
+ • • • + X„). (Expectation is taken with respect to Sn.) We will conclude our
example by contradicting (6.8).
By an easy computation we see that

E[e'<tJ->] = fi [1 - r(1+e)[l - cos $/nx/"]]".
/=i
Thus to contradict (6.8) it is enough to show that

Um=2 ni
,=i

(l+£)

COS

,!//■

P,-a.s. as n ^ oo. We have

u.>5 2 '-<'->«Vp hi<n>"]H ,=i

(6.9)
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For n > n0 for some integer n0
„q/p

< P

S"(?)
■î/p

<-TT<1

where S'(?) = cq{\ - e')(2q - 1), 8"(q) = c,(l + e')(2« - 1) for some e' > 0
which can be made arbitrarily small depending on n0. Define {<p,}and Yn as
follows:

ft . ( (lei/«1*)2 ifi<iei/«i/p<i»
10

otherwise,

and

y" =-4 .2

/-(1 + £)<p,..

Note that [/„ and y„ are both defined on (ß1( % Px) and that U„ > Yn
pointwise on ß,. Furthermore, j < <p,< 1 on a set of measure equal to
8{q)/nq/p

where 8'(q) < 8(q) < 8"(q), otherwise <p,= 0. We use the well-

known inequality [12, p. 6]

P(Yn > XEYn) > (1 - X)2E2YJEY2
where 0 < X < 1. Since 8\q)/4nq'p
8"(q)/nq/p we get

S'(q,p)
64
where 0 < 8\q,p)

„0/4X1-,/»

(6.10)

< £<p, < 8"(q)/nq/p

< £y

<

S"(<?»P) (3 /4)(1
/7
16

-q/p)

and E<p2 <

(6.11)

< 8"(q,p) < oo. Also
EY2<(EYn)2+E

°°
n2 V

- 2(1+^)^2

16

(6.12)

and

16

r2(1+eV,2

<5(/?,9)/i(1/2><1-*/'')

where 8(q,p) < oo is a constant depending on both q and/?. Since/? > q, we
can substitute (6.12) and (6.11) into (6.10) to see that, as n -> oo, Y„ is
unbounded on a set of positive measure. Since U„ > Yn pointwise we have
obtained (6.9). This completes the demonstration.

Consider X = 2/1 ,p,*,. This satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 5.1, yet X
does not satisfy the weak law of large numbers, as we have just shown.
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